
INAF { TELESCOPIO NAZIONALE GALILEOProposal for observations Category: C ToOPeriod AOT16 (Ago07{Jan08) Dead-line: May 10th 2007 Submit using: www.tng.ia.es/submit.html1. TitleDeep IR photometry of the CygnusOB2 young globular luster2. AbstratSine �rst stellar population studies, CygnusOB2 (CygOB2) has been haraterized as one of the most rihOB assoiations in the galaxy. Reent optial photometri/spetrosopi studies have revealed a total stellarmass of �105 M� and about 2600 OB stars belonging to this region. However, the extreme reddening in andaround CygOB2 hampers the detetion of low- and even some massive stars. Fortunately, the use of TNGoptial and IR photometri ameras, ombined with a deep Chandra, X-ray observation o�ers an exellentopportunity to: i) Identify the luster stellar population and how it orrelates with observations at di�erentwavelengths; ii) Evaluate the total luster mass and its initial mass funtion (IMF), with speial emphasison the low mass regime; iii) Explore the star formation history of the luster; iv) Improve the knowledge ofthe physial proesses related with the evolution of massive stars; v) Estimate the inuene of massive starson the formation of low mass stars and irumstellar disks evolution vi) Determine the fration of disk- andaretion- objets and their statistial optial, IR and X-ray properties.3. Number of requested nights, or hours, per eah instrument (total time = sum of the single entries)TNG WHTOIG DOLORES DOLORES+ MOS(1) SARG NICS9.0 hr. AdOpt(2) SpekleCamera PFima/�bers ISISUV/pol(1) MOS programs annot be sheduled in queuing and are bound to strit ontraints on the number of masks and on thetime neessary to design/manufature them.(2) Observations with AdOpt may have large overheads. For more information please ontat the instrument responsible.4a. Preferred months�rst hoie: August seond hoie: September4b. Other sheduling onstraints (use also box 17)Ot., Nov., De,m and Jan: impossible 5. Moonlight onstraintsNo restritionMax. # of days from new moon 76a. Past and future of the projeta) Nights already awarded to the projet: 14b) Night foreseen to omplete the projet: 06b. Long term status request��Please read the TAC poliy for long-term programs
7. Servie/queueing observingDesirable Aeptable X Impossible

8. Prinipal investigatorName Mario Giuseppe Guarelloe-mail mguare�astropa.unipa.itPhone +39-091-233261Institute INAF - Osservatorio Astronomio diPalermoAddress Piazza del Parlamento 1; 90134 Palermo,Italy
9. Co-investigators (name and institution)J. F. Albaete Colombo | Obs. de la PlataG. Miela | OA PalermoE. Flaomio | OA PalermoF. Damiani | OA PalermoS. Siortino | OA Palermo
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10. Observing time at TNG in the last 3 AOT'sTitle of proposal Completion (%)Dates Awarded time Time lost (%) Reason(s)11. Brief desription of the status of the projet(s), inluding publiations based on the observations.This proposal (inluding Dolores and NICS) was aepted in AOT12, but only in July 2006 Dolores observa-tions were performed. Dolores images analysis in ongoing.

12a. If this proposal is a part of a PhD thesis, write here the name of the student, the thesis title and brieydesribe the relevane of these observations for the thesis goals.M. G. Guarello, E�ets of the environment on the evolution of irumstellar disks, Cyg OB2 o�ers an uniqueenvironment to reah the thesis objetive.12b. Is this, or a similar appliation submitted to other time alloation ommittees (e.g. ESO, TNG-CAT, ITP)?If yes, please speify whih and explain if and why the proposals should be onsidered omplementary.NO 2.



13. Desription of the programme (1 page + �2 pages for referenes, tables and �gures)A) Sienti� rationale The study of OB assoiations is a key to address several astrophysial topis relatedto star formation proesses and its eÆieny, haraterization of its initial mass funtion (IMF), evolution ofmassive stars and their inuene on the formation of low mass stars, et. In this sense, CygOB2 is one ofthe best plaes to address these subjets, being an outstandingly rih galati OB assoiation (Reddish et al.1966). Considering its mass (�4-10�104 M�), density (�40-150 M�p�3) and size, it is tempting to lassifyCygOB2 as young globular luster (Kn�odlseder 2000). An optial photometri/spetrosopi study of the stellarpopulation of CygOB2 has been performed by Massey & Thompson (1991), loating it at a distane of 1700p (DM=11.17), behind the Great Cygnus Rift, with large non uniform visual extintion Av ranging from 4 to15 magnitudes.The availability of the 2MASS data have enouraged several investigations related to the morphology and stellarontent of galati OB regions, and CygOB2 was not the exeption (Kn�odlseder 2000, Hanson 2003). In the lastyears, optial and 2MASS photometry and optial objetive prism surveys of CygnusOB2, have haraterizedthe high-mass OB population of this region (Massey et al. 1995, Kn�odlseder 2000; Comeron et al. 2002),leading to an estimation of 2600�400 OB stars, with the largest number of O-type stars ever found in a galatimassive assoiation (� 120�20). However, the high extintion of this region, in ombination with the limitingmagnitude of the 2MASS J, H, and Ks bands, makes low-mass and pre-MS star populations to still remainpartially or totally unexplored to date. The study of ompleteness of low mass stars is very important for theharaterization of the total mass and initial mass funtion, beause the IMF seems to be universal at highmasses and di�erenes only appear with the inlusion of low mass-stars (Kroupa 2002). Fortunately, at X-raywavelengths the absorbing photoeletri ross setion dereases rapidly as a funtion of energy, thus objets thatappear strongly absorbed or even ompletely obsured in the optial, an be also observed at these energies.Furthermore, from �rst Einstein and Rosat X-ray observations is widely aepted that di�erent physial proesseslike, dynamial instabilities in the radiatively driven stellar wind of the O- and B- stars (Luy & White 1980,Owoki & Cohen 1999), solar-like magneti dynamo ativity in late-type stars (Parker 1955), and perhaps theinteration between stellar magnetosphere and the surrounding environment of Pre-MS objet like Classial T-Tauri Stars (CTTS) (Shu & Shang 1997) an produe X-ray emission. This implies that almost all stars areX-rays emitters.The ombination of IR and X-ray observations is a valuable method to reveal highly embedded objets in starforming regions or OB assoiations. We mention two major reasons supporting this idea: at the distane ofCygOB2 we expet a large number of foreground �eld stars. By the use of ombined optial/IR and X-rayobservation, and beause of the muh higher X-ray luminosity of PMS stars with respet to older �eld stars, weget an e�etive method to distinguish (highly absorbed) young members from non members (e.g. throughoutfx vs. R-I diagram);In our deep (�100kse) ACIS-I Chandra X-ray observation at the ore of CygOB2 region (Albaete Colombo etal., 2007), we have deteted about 1000 X-ray soures in the 17'�17' �eld of view entered at �2000=20:33:12.1and Æ2000=+41:14:59.6 (see Fig. 1). For an initial analysis, we have used the 2MASS near-IR photometry ofthe �3100 IR soures falling in the same �eld. We only onsidered the soures with Ks magnitude errors lowerthan 0.1 . The 2MASS ompleteness limit is 16.6, 15.5 and 14.8 in the J,H,Ks bands, respetively. As we anobserve in the Ks vs. H-Ks olor-magnitude diagram (CMD, Fig. 2), the magnitude limits result in a seriousinompleteness at the low mass end. In fat, the ross-identi�ation between 2MASS soures and our �1000deteted X-ray soures, produe only about 500 oinidenes.B) Sienti� aim We proposed for AOT12 to perform V,R,I,H� optial and J,H,K' IR CCD observations ofCygOB2, using the Dolores (FOV 9.4'�9.4') and NICS (FOV 4.2'�4.2') imaging ameras respetively. Theproposed was aepted, but we ahieved only the optial observations (see Box 11). The analysis of obtaineddata is in progress. For AOT16 we ask again the J,H,K' observations, needed for the presene of signi�antreddening in the region and baause of the expeted large number of stars with disk. We need 16 NICS di�erentpointing diretions (see Fig. 1 and box 14) to over the 17'�17' ACIS �eld. To identify a muh larger sampleof X-ray soures we need IR photometry from TNG-NICS amera, reahing muh deeper than 2MASS, moreexatly 19.6, 18.2 and 17.4 for the J,H,K' bands respetively. Assuming an average visual extintion (Av) of5.5, these magnitudes orrespond a ompleteness limit for stellar masses as low as 0.2-0.3 M�.These observations will permit: i) Identify the nearly total luster stellar population and the ross-identi�ationbetween optial, IR and X-ray observations, onsidering the importane of suh multi-wavelength studies ofyoung- and stellar OB assoiations; ii) Evaluate the total luster mass and its initial mass funtion (IMF) arossthe entire mass spetrum, with an important expeted ontribution from low mass stars; iii) Explore the starformation history of the luster; iv) Study the inuene of massive stars on the low mass star formation rateand disk evolution; v) Improve the knowledge of the physial proesses related with the evolution of massivestars and the interation with their environment; vi) Investigate the fration of disk- and aretion- objets, andtheir statistial optial, IR and X-ray harateristis, in order to reveal the underlying physial proesses behindtheir observed multi-wavelength emission.
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Referenes:Albaete Colombo J. F. et al., 2007, A&A, 464, 211Comeron F. et al. 2002, A&A, 389, 874Hanson M. M. 2003, AJ, 597, 957Hunt L. K. et al. 1998, AJ, 115, 2594Kenyon S. J. & Hartmann L. 1995, ApJS, 101, 117Kn�odlseder J. 2000, A&A 360, 539Kroupa P. 2002, Siene, 295, 82Luy L. B. & White R. L. 1980, ApJ 241, 300Massey P., & Thompson A. B. 1991, AJ, 101, 1408Massey P., Johonson K. E & Degioia-Eastwood K. 1995, ApJ, 454, 151Owoki S. P. & Cohen D. H. 1999, ApJ 520, 833Parker E. N. 1955, ApJ 122, 293Reddish V. C., Lawrene L. C., & Pratt N. M. 1966, Pub. R. Obs. Edinburgh, 5, 111Shu F. H., & Shang H. 1997, IAU Symp. 182, 225Siess L., Dufour E., & Forestini M. 2000, A&A, 358, 593Stelzer B. & Neuh�auser R. 2001, A&A, 377, 538Figure1: Chandra X-ray observation and Dolores/NICS pointing at the CygOB2 region.

Fig. 1: X-ray image of the CygOB2 observed with the Chandra ACIS-I amera. The image, entered at�2000=20:33:12.137 and Æ2000=+41:14:59.61, has a �eld of view of 17'�17'. Big boxes (thik lines) referto the 4 �elds observed with Dolores (FOV 9.4'�9.4') amera, while small boxes (thin lines) show the16 di�erent pointing of the NICS (FOV 4.2'�4.2') amera. The numeration is the same as that listedin box 14. 3a.



Figure2: 2MASS near-IR Ks vs. H-Ks CMD diagram at the CygOB2 region.

Fig. 2: Observed infrared olor-magnitude diagram of the 2MASS soures (small dots) loated in the�eld of view, showing X-ray soures (open irles), and OB stars (open boxes). The lines orrespond tothe isohrones (Siess et al. 2000) at 106 (solid line), 106:5 (dash-dotted lines) and 108 (dashed lines) years,respetively. We show un-reddened (Av=0 - left) and reddened (Av=5.5 - right) isohrones, respetively.Reddening vetors (thin dashed lines) refer to di�erent masses alulated at the age of 106:5 years. Thisgraph shows the need to obtain deep NICS-IR observations to reah stellar masses muh below 0.9-1.0M�. Only half of X-ray soures have 2MASS ounterparts, we expet that most of the remaining X-raysoures are low-mass and/or very absorbed members of CygOB2.
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14. List of targets (note that the absene of a proper objet list and information may weaken the proposal).Programs requiring adaptive optis must also speify R (or V) mag and angular distane of the guide starsName � Æ Epoh Mag. Additional InformationNICS-fov1 20:33:51.304 +41:19:35.34 J2000 | Field North-East-1NICS-fov2 20:33:29.507 +41:20:27.02 J2000 | Field North-East-2NICS-fov3 20:33:08.081 +41:20:41.64 J2000 | Field North-West-3NICS-fov4 20:32:46.570 +41:21:56.76 J2000 | Field North-West-4NICS-fov5 20:33:49.139 +41:15:33.24 J2000 | Field North-East-5NICS-fov6 20:33:29.457 +41:16:22.79 J2000 | Field North-East-6NICS-fov7 20:33:07.781 +41:16:36.92 J2000 | Field North-West-7NICS-fov8 20:32:46.294 +41:17:51.19 J2000 | Field North-West-8NICS-fov9 20:33:42.816 +41:12:18.27 J2000 | Field South-East-9NICS-fov10 20:33:21.327 +41:12:31.82 J2000 | Field South-East-10NICS-fov11 20:32:59.713 +41:13:45.39 J2000 | Field South-West-11NICS-fov12 20:32:38.020 +41:13:50.25 J2000 | Field South-West-12NICS-fov13 20:33:40.631 +41:08:18.35 J2000 | Field South-East-13NICS-fov14 20:33:18.818 +41:08:25.41 J2000 | Field South-East-14NICS-fov15 20:32:59.423 +41:09:38.96 J2000 | Field South-West-15NICS-fov16 20:32:37.601 +41:09:45.53 J2000 | Field South-West-16NICS-Std F. 21:52:25.30 +02 23 33.0 J2000 | AS36 - IR photometry Std F.
15. Observational strategy and justi�ation of requested time, inluding overheads.We propose IR observations to over a 17'�17' region, entered at the ore of the CygOB2 assoiation.Infrared (J, H, K') observations will be aquired with 16 di�erent pointing with the NICS amera (FOV4.2'�4.2). The oordinates (J2000) in box 14 refer at the enter of the NICS �elds of view.The exposure times (see TNG web page) for NICS ameras were alulated aording to following onditions:i) all observations should reah a S/N ratio greater than 10; ii) we �xed the seeing to 1.2\, 7 days from newmoon and airmass of 1.3; iii) eah star should appear unsaturated in at least one frame.The exposure times for NICS IR �lters were alulated to reah limit magnitudes of 19.3, 18.2 and 17.4 forthe J,H,K' bands, respetively. Thus, we require 4 dithered [J,H,K'℄ observations of [2;2;2 se.℄ overingmagnitudes form [11.0:16.3; 11.0:16.0; 11.0:15.5℄, and 8 long exposures [60,17,13 se.℄ for magnitudesranging between [16.3:18.4; 16.0:17.3; 15.5:16.6℄, respetively. The total exposure time for 16 di�erentpointing diretions is about 11900 seonds, while overhead time is 16800 seonds, that means a total time ofabout 8 hours. In order to alibrate our instrumental J,H, K' magnitudes to the standard JHK system (Huntet al. 1998), we also need to observe the AS 36 (see box 14) �eld, whih inlude 5 standard IR soures in aFOV of 4'�4'. To observe this region we need 4 J,H,K' short exposure (2 se.) leading to a total exposure�24 se, and overheads �684 se (about 20 minutes). We required 9 hr for the NICS amera. We need toobserve standard alibration �elds eah night to omplete both optial and IR CygOB2 observations.
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16. Requested instrument(s) setup (proposals for DOLORES+MOS must inlude the numbers of masks requested)Near Infrared photometry:NICS imaging amera with J(1.27 �), H(1.63 �) and K'(2.12 �) �lters.
17. Sheduling onstraints, speial requirements and other remarksAugust is the preferred month for the observation of CygOB2, beause o�ers the best visibility time, althoughSeptember is also an option. The rest of available months for the AOT16 period would produe ineÆientobservation runs.
18. Bakup program: desription or justi�ation for none

5.TNG LATEX style �le vAOT16 Mar 2007.


